
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

The major themes driving financial markets over the past year included improving United States and European 

economic data, talk of United States tax cuts, low inflation sparking volatility in the United States, Federal Reserve’s 

intention to accelerate its rate hike agenda, the banking Royal Commission and stronger commodity prices. 

 

This led to strong returns from various asset classes. Both Global and Australian equities performed strongly. Stocks 

also benefited from further Chinese growth and an uptick in domestic corporate activity. Property returns were strong 

with high profile corporate deals and flat bond yields contributing to the gains. Bond markets performed moderately 

with Australian bonds outperforming their global counterparts over the year. 

 

Global cash returns were weak, underperforming all the other major asset classes. The AUD ended the year lower in 

part due to heightened geopolitical risks and pressure on the RBA to keep interest rates on hold for longer. 

 
 
 

Total Net Return is the Gross Return (including both distributions and growth) minus ongoing fees and expenses. Past 

performance is not necessarily an indication of future performance. 

 

Note – the above returns only apply to the State Trustees Common and inveST Funds. Trust funds may be invested in 

other investments. 

 

Distribution returns, were higher than normal for the June quarter as a result of a relatively high level of capital gains 

being realised through the course of the year and distributed as part of the June distribution period. 

 

Ongoing volatility in financial markets is expected to remain through 2018. Relative to the US, it is commonly still 

believed that other developed markets represent better value based on confidence in the European economies and 

resilient corporate earnings and economic growth. 

 

The base case is for the United States Federal Reserve to raise interest rates a total of three to four times in 2018. 

This may result in expensive bonds, higher United States yields and the potential rising of inflation. Favoured markets 

are local currency emerging markets debt, with fundamentals remaining strong. 

 
You should consider the appropriateness of the above information in light of your particular objectives, financial situation or needs before making 

any decision regarding your own investments, as we have not taken into account those objectives, your particular situation or needs in preparing 

this information. 


